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AN APPLICATION OF THE AUMANN-SHAPLEY PRICES
FOR COST ALLOCATION IN TRANSPORTATION
PROBLEMS*
DOV SAMET,t YAIR TAUMANt

AND

ISRAEL ZANG$

The Aumann-Shapley(A-S) prices are axiomaticallydeterminedon certain classes of
piecewisecontinuouslydifferentiablecost functions.One of these classesconsistsof all cost
These
functionsderivedfrom the transportation
problemsand some of theirgeneralizations.
pricesare used here to allocatecosts among destinationsin a way that each destinationwill
pay its "real part" in the total transportationcosts. An economic transportationmodel is
presented in which the A-S prices are compatiblewith consumer demands. Finally an
algorithmis providedto calculateboth the optimalsolutionand the associatedA-S pricesfor
transportation
problems.

1. Introduction. Allocating cost among users becomes a challenge when the cost
of producing a list of commodities is not the sum of the costs of producing each of
them separately. This occurs usually in cases where the cost function is defined by the
solution of a certain mathematical programming problem for which the cost of
producing a certain vector of commodities a = (al, . . . , aM) is minimized under
production constraints and a given vector of input prices c = (C,, . .. .,
). If y
= (Yl, .. .,YN) is an input vector which provides the minimal cost, then the total cost

is c .y. However, it is not clear how to allocate this cost between the M types of goods
and what is the "part" of each unit of mth good in the total cost c *y.
Throughout this paper we restrict ourselves mostly to the specific class of cost
functions derived from the optimal solution of the transportationproblem (hereafter
TP). This well-known optimization problem is a linear programming problem in which
a certain good, available at several origins, is transported, under fixed transportation
costs, to several destinations according to their needs, in a way that minimizes the total
transportation cost. Given the optimal solution, it is sometimes natural to ask what is
the contribution of a unit cargo in each destination to the total transportation cost.
This is important, for instance in cost benefit analysis, where real costs vs. benefit are
considered. For example, assume that the origins are army depot bases of ammunition
and the destinations are field units. Given the transportation costs (which may include
the price of the transported ammunition) it may be of interest for the army to
determine the part of each field unit in the total cost, or, in other words, to determine
the "real" expenses of each field unit. Another example deals with origins which are
public monopoly (like government) regulated by a cost sharing rule. They produce,
say, one good and transport it to several destinations in an optimal way. Their problem
is to determine the price per unit of the good that each destination should be charged.
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We propose to use Aumann-Shapley(A-S) prices which reflect, in a sense, the
contributionof a unit of cargo, at each destination,to the total transportationcost.
These prices were first used by Billera,Heath and Raanan[5] who appliedthe value
concept of nonatomic games as studied by Aumann and Shapley [1] to determine
telephonebilling ratesat CornellUniversity.
Recently Billeraand Heath [6] and independentlyMirmanand Tauman [8], [10],
showed that the A-S price mechanism,as a price mechanismon the continuously
differentiablecost functions,is uniquelydeterminedby a set of naturaland, in a sense,
equitableaxioms.These axioms,which do not dependon any notion of game theory,
involve only cost functionsand quantitiesconsumed.Moreover,it is shownin [8] that
the A-S price mechanismis compatiblewith demand and thus is justified from an
economic point of view. It is worth mentioningthat Samet and Tauman[13] discuss
the relationsbetweenA-S pricesand marginalcost prices.They show that by omitting
the cost sharingassumption,the marginalcost pricescan be uniquelydeterminedby a
set of axiomsvery similarto the one definingA-S prices.
It should be pointed out that while our analysis suits models involving public
monopoly regulated through a cost sharing rule, it may be irrelevantfor other
situations.For example if each origin consists of many small producersand each
destinationconsists of many small consumersthen competitiveprices will prevailin
this market,and generallythese priceswill not coincidewith A-S prices.
In ?2 of this paper we formallyintroducethe problemof allocatingtransportation
cost, and demonstrateusing a simple example, the difficultieswith chargingeach
destinationthat part of the cost arisingfrom the optimalTP solution and the given
transportationprices.
In ?3 we introducethe A-S price mechanismand show that it is uniquelydetermined, by the above mentionedaxioms on three classes of cost functions.The first
class consists of all piecewise continuously differentiablefunctions which satisfy
certainrequirementson the structureof their kinks. The second class consistsof the
piecewiselinearfunctionsin the first class and the thirdone, which is a subsetof the
former two, is spanned by those costs functions which emanate from generalized
transportationproblems.
In ?4 we discussan economicmodelin whichthereare severaltypesof commodities
each havingdifferenttransportationprices(e.g., wheatand oil) and severalconsumers
who consume bundles of commoditiesat the various destinations(e.g., chains and
departmentstores).Each consumerendowedwith a givenbudgethas a utilityfunction
over these bundles. Given any consumption vector one cannot expect the total
demand (dictated by utility maximization)under A-S prices to be equal to this
consumptionvector. However, we show in this section that an equilibriumin this
context can be achieved,i.e., there exist A-S prices for a vector of outputs which is
chosen by consumerswho maximizetheir utilitiessubjectto their budgetconstraints.
This resultis a special case of a more generaltheoremprovedin [8] which deals with
partialequilibrium.
Finally, in ?5 we outline an algorithmwhich computes,for a given transportation
problemand an overallconsumptionvector,the associatedA-S pricesand the optimal
solution. This algorithm is an application of a general parametricprogramming
approachby Srinivasanand Thompson[15],[16] for the TP.
2. Cost allocationfor TP cost functions. In this sectionwe considera transportation model where a certain commodity, available at N origins B1,.. , BN, is shipped
to M different destinations A ... , AM. The N x M nonnegative matrix C = (c,,m)

representsthe cost of shipping a unit from each origin to each destination.Let
b = (b, .. ., bN) be the vector of the available resources in the N origins (b, inBn).
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The vector b is assumed to be fixed. Consider the vector of quantities x =
(xI, . . . , xM) where xm is the demand at Am, satisfying the condition Zm=1m
< EN= l bn, and let F(x, .. ., xM) be the minimal cost of x. Formally
F(xi,..., . . ,

) = min

n,m

nnm
N

subject to

Ynm=XmX

m = 1, .. ., M,

n= 1
M

Ynm < bn.

(TP)
n=

1l,...,

(,

m=l

Ynm> 0.

It is well known that the cost function F, which is defined on the simplex {x
EM EM= xm <

N= I bn}

E

is piecewise linear and convex.

The question is how should the total cost be allocated by prices per load at each
destination Am, m = 1, . . ., M. A straightforward mechanism can be suggested:
Suppose that the minimal cost of transporting x = (xl, ..., xM) under the above
constraints is obtained by shipping ynm units from Bn to Am. Then the cost of
. . . , Nm) to Am is
N= I Cnmnm. The price Cn,,Ynm/Xm per
transporting Ym = (Y
unit in the mth destination will cover this cost. In general, this price does not reflect
the "real" effect on the total cost of supplying the destination Am. The following
example shows that since the amount is an outcome of an overall minimization which
takes into account the whole system, it may yield distortions.
EXAMPLE. Let M = N = 2, and suppose that the available resources are 20 units at
each origin, i.e., b = (20, 20) and the demand at the destinations is the vector x = (20,
20). The following table represents the costs of transportation:
c12= 15

B1 bI = 20

C21= 1000

C22= 1500

B2 b2 = 20

A1
x, = 20

A2
x2 = 20

cll

=

10

It is easy to verify that the optimal solution is obtained by transporting 20 units from
B2 to A1 with associated cost of 20 * 1000 = 20,000, and by transporting 20 units from
B1 to A2 with costs 20 15 = 300. However, destination A1 should not be allocated
20,000 out of the total cost of 20,300.
The above solution turns to be optimal since the penalty paid, once A2 is not
supplied from its cheapest origin, is much higher than the penalty paid in case A, is
not supplied from its cheapest origin. Therefore A 1 should be supplied from the more
expensive origin for him, namely from B2, in order to achieve the minimal cost. Hence
it seems that the destination A2 subsidizes destination A . But this cannot be a reason
to charge Al a price higher than A2. On the contrary, since from each of the origins
transportation to A1 is cheaper than to A2 it is expected that the price per unit charged
at A, should be less than the one charged at A2.
It should be mentioned that shadow prices are not applicable in our study since we
are interested in cost sharing prices. Because the cost function F(xl, . ... , xM) in our
problem is convex, the shadow prices yield a profit. For instance, in the above example
the shadow prices are 1000 and 1005 for A1 and A2, respectively. Thus, the total
revenue under these prices is 20 * 1000 + 20 * 1005 = 40,100 and the profit is 40,100 -
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20,300 = 19,800. Shadow prices are cost sharing prices for any x = (xt, . .. .,

X)

if and

only if F is homogeneousof degree 1. This happens,for example,when resourcesat
the originsare unlimitedand then each destinationis totally suppliedby its cheapest
origin.In these cases A-S pricesand shadowpricescoincide(see ?3).
3. The Auimann-Shapley prices. Billera, Heath and Raanan [5] proposed equita-

ble telephonebillingrateswhich sharethe cost of service.Theirapproachis based on
the theory of nonatomicgames as studied in [1]. One can use their idea to allocate
costs through prices when a finite number of infinitely divisible commodities is
produced. Their idea can be described roughly as follows. Suppose that F(xl, . . ., xM)

is a cost function satisfyingF(0) = 0. The variablesxm denote nonnegativequantities
of the commoditiesproduced.Let a = (a,, . .. , aM)be a vectorof these commodities.
Supposethat the commoditiesare varioustypes of corn, and they are piled together
into one heap. Identifythis heap with a continuumof playersand associatewith it a
cooperativegame va definedas follows:For each subsetS of the heap let va(S) be the
cost of producing S. The Aumann-Shapley value for this nonatomic game is a
measuredefined on the space of players(the heap) which assignsto each coalitionits
contributionto the total cost of the heap,i.e., to the cost of producinga. The A-S price
of the mth commodityis the value of a unit of this commodity,i.e., the contributionof
this unit to the total cost. The existenceof a value for the game v, describedabove is
guaranteedwheneverva belongs to a well-known class of games called pNAD.
Moreover,on this class of games,thereis only one continuousvalue (this followsfrom
Proposition43.13 and 44.22 of [1] togetherwith Neyman'sresultstatedin [12]).Using
the formulafor the value on pNAD, the value of the game va assignsto a unit of the
mth commoditythe magnitude,
Pm(F,a) =

10F

(ta)dt,

which is definedto be the price of the mth commodity.The componentsof the vector
P(F, a) = (P(F, a), ...,.

PM(F, a)),

are the Aumann-Shapleyprices. Corollary5 below guaranteesthat any game va
derivedfrom a TP cost function is in pNAD and thereforeA-S prices are applicable
for this class of functions.For an intuitiveinterpretationof the A-S prices,assumethat
the vector a is producedin an homogeneousway, startingfrom 0 and ending at a.
Supposealso that along the above productionprocesseach time a "small"proportion
(an "infinitesimal"one) of a is produced,the mth commodityis chargedits current
marginalproductioncost. Then the averagecost per unit of the mth commodityonce a
has been producedwill be its A-S price.
A differentderivationof A-S pricesis introducedand discussedin [6],[8] and [13].It
has been shown in these works that A-S prices are uniquelydeterminedby a set of
neutral,and in a sense equitable,axioms imposedon price mechanisms.Ratherthan
using game theoreticnotions,these axiomsare statedin purelyeconomicterms,hence
providing an economic justification for using the A-S prices. However, the above
papers deal only with continuouslydifferentiablecost functions and obviously, in
general,TP cost functionsare not of that type. In this sectionwe provethat the above
mentioned axioms uniquely determineA-S prices on some natural classes of cost
functionsthat include the TP cost functions.
y be a familyof functionsF, such that each F iniY is defined,for some M, on
Let
a full dimensionalcomprehensivesubset, CF of EM (i.e., a E CF implies C_ cCF
we mean a function
where C= (x E EM Ix < a)). By a price mechanismony
P(., .) that assignsto each cost functionF in Y and each vectora in CF with a > 0 a
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vector of prices,
P(F,a) = (P,(F,a),

...,

P(F,a)).

The set of axioms that will be imposed on price mechanisms on y as stated in [8], is
given by,
AXIOM1 (Cost Sharing). For every F E y and every a E CF,
a. P(F,a)=

F(a),

i.e., total cost equals total revenue.
AXIOM2 (Additivity). If F and G are in y and a E CF n CG, then
P(F+

G,a) = P(F,a) + P(G,a)

where CF+G = CF n CG.

AXIOM3 (Positivity). If F E Y is nondecreasingon Ca for some a E CF then,
P(F,a) > 0.
Let F be in Y and assume that CF C E+M. Let C be the

AXIOM4 (Consistency).

subset of E1 defined by C = {y E E Iy =M iXm,

x E CF},

and let G be a

function on CG = C such that,

F(x X2

..

..,X)=

G

xm.

2

m=l

Then for each m, 1 < m < M, and for each a E CF,
Pm(F,a)=

am

P( G,S

This axiom is impliedby the requirementthat commoditieswhichhave the same effect
on the cost have the same prices.
AXIOM5 (Rescaling). Let F be in Y with CF C EM. Let
. . ., XMbe M
positive real numbers. Define C = {(xl, . . ., XM)I(xl,
be the function defined on CG = C by
G(x,

...

,

XMX) E CF} and let G

. . ., XM) = F(XA1x, . . . , XMXM).

Then for each a E CG, and each m, 1 < m < M,
Pm(G,a) = XmPm(F, (X

X
AMOM)).

,...

(A change in the scale of the commoditiesshould yield an equivalentchange in the
prices.)
DEFINITION. Let Y0 be the family of all functions F such that

(a) F is definedfor some M on a full dimensionalcomprehensivesubsetCF of EM.
(b) F(0) = 0, i.e., F does not contain a fixed cost component.
(c) F is continuouslydifferentiable(c.d.) on Ca for each a E CF.
THEOREM1. There exists one and only one price mechanism P(.,.)
obeys the above five axioms. This is the A-S price mechanism, i.e.,
Pm (F, a) =

0aF

(ta) dt,

m

=

1

...

on Yo which

.,M,

for each F E -o and a E CF (C EM).
Theorem 1 above is Theorem 1.2 of [8]. Its proof appears in [10] and [13].
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REMARK.Observe that the price mechanism which assigns to each pair (F, a),
F E 5-0, a E CF, the shadow prices of F at a, obeys all the axioms but the
cost-sharing one. A similar characterization (as of Theorem 1 above) for shadow prices
is given in [13].
Cost functions which are derived from the solution of linear programming (LP)
problems are piecewise linear. In many cases however, one may have an LP cost
function F together with a vector a in its domain such that the line segment [0, a]
contains a continuum of kinks (of F). For example let
F(x , x2) = min y
s.t. y> xI,
y > x2,

and let a = (1, 1). Then F(x,x2) = max(xl,x2), and F is not differentiable along the
line segment [0, a]. Thus, one cannot apply the A-S formula to obtain prices for these
F and a. Fortunately, this is not the case for TP cost functions or for the generalized
TP cost functions (as shown in Corollary 4, below). The latter are cost functions of the
form:
N

M

n=

m=1

F(x) = min

CnmYnm
N

subject to

E anynm = xm
Mn1
S

d"nynm < bn

M,
. > 0,
Ynm

mE
n E

n nE

,
(WDP)

'"

mE

,

= { 1, ..., M } and anm, dnmand Cnmare nonnegative for
-{ 1, . ..., N },
where
all n E ,V, m E X#. In addition, it is required that each Ynmhas a nonzero coefficient
in at least one equation. We also assume, without loss of generality, that the rank of
the constraints matrix is M + N. This linear programming problem or some of its
variations is known in the literature as the weighted distributionproblem (WDP) or as
the generalized transportationproblem (see Dantzig [7, Chapter 21]). Our next lemma
and theorem apply to WDP problems for which all constraints n E A/' are equalities.
We denote this problem by WDPE. Note that a WDP problem can be transformed
into an equivalent WDPE problem by the addition of slack variables to the constraints
in X'. Thus, Theorem 3 below applies to WDP cost functions as a special case. To
prove this theorem we use Theorem 1 of [7, p. 42] (Lemma 2, below) which makes use
of the linear graph associated with the constraints of WDPE. There are N + M nodes
in this graph, each corresponds to one of the constraints of WDPE. Two nodes are
joined by an arc if and only if Y.n appears in both constraints with nonzero
coefficients. When a variable appears in only one equation with a nonzero coefficient,
the node corresponding to this equation is joined by an arc to itself. Note that it is
impossible for two nodes in -I (or in ~4) to be joined by an arc. A basic graph for the
above system will be the subgraph corresponding to a specific linear programming
basis. This graph is obtained by deleting the arcs corresponding to the nonbasic
variables. We have ([7]):
LEMMA2. Each maximal connected subgraph of a basic graph for the system of
equations in WDPE has precisely one loop.
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We now prove:
3. Let F be a WDPE cost function. Then F is a piecewise linear function
THEOREM
and there is a finite number of hyperplanesH1, . . . , HI of the form
Hi=x

E

EM

= /

E XJxm

m~

)}

(1)

p

whereXi > 0 and /3 > 0 such that F is continuously
differentiable
off U= HJ.
PROOF.Observe that if the cost function F has a kink at x then the optimal
solution must be degenerate.This follows since, in case the solution to WDP at x is
nondegenerate,then, in a neighborhoodof x, the same basis remainsoptimal.Hence F
is linear in this neighborhood.To prove the theorem,we derive expressionsfor the
basic variablesYnmin termsof x, and show that degeneracyimpliesthat x lies in one of
a finite numberof hyperplanesof the form given in (1). Assumenow that the optimal
solution is degenerateat x and considera maximalconnectedsubgraphof the basic
graphwhich contains one of the arcs that correspondsto a vanishingbasic variable.
Let us denote by P the set of nodes containedin the uniqueloop of this subgraph,the
existence of which is implied by Lemma 2. To calculate the values of the basic
variables,considerfirstall chainsof this subgraphbeginningwith nodes havingexactly
one arc and containingexactlyone node of P (necessarilythe last one in the chain).In
case no such chain exists then we proceedto calculatethe variablesin P as described
below.
In each of the above chains, a node n e X-I must be followed by a node m eand vice versa.Thus, it is easy to verify that for the arcsjoining these nodes we must
have
Ynm

-

mXm-m

nbn

(2)

in case this arc joins a node n E IA to a node m E .4, or
=
Ynm 2Xnbn- EAmXm

(3)

in case m E # is joined to n E IV, where ~J C f, W- c_ -. Note that the
coefficientsX, and X, are positive,since they are productsand ratiosof numbersanm
and d,m which are positive.Certainly,if one (or more) of these variablesis zero, then
by (2) or (3), x lies in a hyperplaneof the form (1). Moreover,becausethe numberof
elements anm, dnmand b, is finite then there is a finite number of such possible

hyperplanes.Suppose now that all the above chains are evaluated, none of the
variablesin these chainsis degenerate,and that somey, correspondingto h, m E P is
degenerate;that is y- = 0. Then it is left to evaluatethe variablesY,mwhereboth n
and m are in P. In case P contains exactly one node then the correspondingynmis
given by (2) or (3) above. In any other case we have a loop with at least four nodes.
Then, it is possibleto solve for all the othervariablesyn,mn, m e P startingeitherfrom
node h or from node m. Let n',m' E P, then accordingly, the following equivalent

are obtained:
expressionsfor Yn'm'
Yn'm'

=

Ynmt=

~mXm--

3,VnS^
X,,bn-

, and
~n7bn

XmXm,
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/ , -' c V,
where X" c
c X4 and d C _
satisfying -I n Xf = 0 and
' n k = 0 and where again Xm,
X,, Xmand X, are positive. Equating the right-hand
sides of the above expressions we see that x lies in an hyperplane of the form (1). This
completes the proof.
Obviously, TP is a special case of WDP. Moreover, since each XJ is a ratio of
products of the anm and dnmand since for TP, anm= dnm=1 each XJ in (1) equals one.
Note that cost functions derived from assignment problems (see [7, Chapter 15]) are a
special case of the transportation problem. Hence, they too belong to the WDP class.
Also note that if WDP is feasible for x = a then it is also feasible for all 0 < x < a.
Hence, the domain of F is a comprehensive set. Moreover cnm > 0 implies F(0) = 0.
Next we have an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.
If F(x1 . . , Xm) is a WDP cost function defined on a comprehensive
domain C F, thenfor each a in CE, F is continuouslydifferentiablealong the line segment
[0, a], except perhapsfor finitely many points.
4.
COROLLARY

For the readers who are familiar with the theory of nonatomic games we state one
more corollary.
If F is a WDP cost function with F(O) = 0 defined on a comprehensive domain C , then for each a E C F the game v,, as described in the beginningof this
section, is in pNAD.
PROOF. Follows from Corollary 4 and from the main theorem of [11].
Let C be a subset of EM and let H,. .., H, be l hyperplanes in EM. Each
hyperplane Hj defines two closed halfspaces which we shall denote by Hj+ and Hj-.
We call each nonempty subset of the form C n H' nl ... n H , where Ejstands for
+ or -, a region.
DEFINITION.A function F defined on a subset C of EM is piecewise continuously
differentiable (p.c.d.) if it is continuous and there are I hyperplanes H,. . . , H, in EM
and r continuously differentiable function F 1 . . . , Fr on EM such that F coincides on
each of the regions of C (determined by H, . . ., H,) with some FJ, 1 < j < r.
DEFINITION. Let S- m be the family of all functions F such that:
(a) F is defined, on a full dimensional comprehensive subset CF of EM;
(b) F(O) = 0;
(c) F is p.c.d.;
(d) the hyperplanes H,, . . , H, involved in the definition of F are defined by
positive functionals, i.e.,
COROLLARY5.

Hj{= {xlx

=a'}

where XJ > 0, XJ#0,

j=l

....l,

m=

. ..,M.

Notice that Y-m is a linear space when F + G is taken to be the function on CF n CG
defined by
(F + G)(x) = F(x) + G(x),

x

CFn CG.

-. Note that XY contains, in view of Corollary 4 and the
Denote now Y~ = UM=i1
discussion which preceded it, all WDP cost functions. Moreover all TP cost functions
are always in Y1.
and
Let XY2-be the linear space consisting of the piecewise linear functions in -Mm
we denote the linear space spanned by all WDP cost
let X2 = UM= 1Y Y3.2 By
functions with M variables. Again let X3 = U -9 J. Notice that Yl D 0 and
that Y, D
2 _D 3.
l For a precise definition of va see [8, p. 48].
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THEOREM
6. For each of the spaces X11, y2, and 13 there exists one and only one
mechanism
P(.,. ) which obeys the five axioms. This is the A-S price mechanism,
price
i.e., for each F EYM (i = 1,2, 3) and a E CF, a > 0,
Pm(F, a)

a

m= 1l,...,

(ta)dt,

M.

We shall first outline the proof of this theorem. It is easy to verify that the A-S
formula indeed defines a price mechanism which obeys the five axioms on each of the
three sets -1, -2, and -3. As for the uniqueness part, denote by j,M (i = 1,2,3),
the minimal linear space containing both yiM and POM where the latter is the space
of all polynomials p in M variables s.t. p(O) = 0. Note that the sum F + p for F E -iM
=
and p E POM is defined on CF. Let i = U.=-iM
. Clearly
l
We first
"1.
prove that J-i is dense in Ai when the latter is equipped with an appropriate topology
(Lemma 7, below). Then we show (Lemma 8, below) that any price mechanism which
obeys the five axioms is continuous w.r.t. this topology. These two lemmas enable us to
prove that any price mechanism on XJ (i = 1,2,3) can be extended to all of Ai (this is
Lemma 10, below). Now on PO = UM=
I POM which is a subset of Aj (i = 1,2,3) the
extended price mechanism is given by the A-S formula since the A-S price mechanism
is the only one on PO which obeys the five axioms (see [8] and [13]). Finally we prove
that any function F in YJi, (i = 1,2,3), can be approached by polynomials in such a
way that their A-S prices approach the prices determined for F by the given mechanism on -i. Since this sequence of polynomials is independent of the price mechanism on -i and depends only on F and a there is only one way to define the prices on
Y, and this completes the proof of the theorem.
The rest of the section is devoted to the formal proof of Theorem 6.
DEFINITION.Let F E 5iM (i = 1,2,3) and let a E CF, a > 0. The a-norm of F,

IIFIl is defined by
M
m=l

L^

a
||

a

where IlaF/axmllL_ is the Lo-norm of aF/axm on Ca. Observe that

Ym (i = 1,2,3).

1*Ia| is a norm on

LEMMA7. Let p be a polynomial in POM and let a E M+. Then for each i
(i = 1, 2,3) there exists a sequence (Fn)n??lof functions in SM with a E n=l CFn such
that
as

IFn-PlIa0,

n-> oo.

PROOF. Observe first that each polynomial p in POM is a linear combination of
functions of the form
M

g(x,

. ..,

xM) =

(

I

nmXm

where the nm'sare nonnegative integers and 1 is a positive integer (e.g., see [1, p. 41]).
Obviously it is sufficient to prove the lemma for polynomials g of the above form.
Clearly there is a sequence of one variable piecewise linear functions (G,n)?? s.t.
IIGn- HIId->0,

as n->oo

where d is an arbitrary positive number, CGn= [0, d] and H(z) = z1 for each z E E

.
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Thus if d is sufficiently large
M
11Gn2 nmm -g(x,
m=

*,* *XM)Id-0,

as

n-> oo.

Finally notice that G0 is a TP cost function and thus also Gm(, =i Xm) (which is
defined on {x E EMZI=
Ixm < d)). Hence the function G(M= i nmXm) is a WDP
cost function.
Let Q(.,-) be a price mechanism on Yfi, for some i (i = 1,2,3), obeying Axioms
1-5.
LEMMA
8. Let (Fn).L1 be a sequence of functions in yiM (i = 1,2, 3) and let a be in
CFn.
If 1lFnI- O as n- oo then Q(Fnoa)-->O as n -->oo.
n=Cl
The proof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of Proposition 3 in [13].
COROLLARY9. Let a E E M and let (Fn)?=1Ibe a sequence of functions in yiM s.t.
a E f=lICr ". Then IFn- FkL.-0 as n,k-> oo implies that Q(Fn,a) approaches a
limit as n-> oo.

This corollary is a direct consequence of Lemma 8 together with the additivity of
Q(., a) on it.
LEMMA10. The price mechanism Q(., ) on Yi can be extended to a price mechanism on v,i which obeys the five axioms.
PROOF. Define a mechanism Q(-, ) on J

Q(F,a)=

by

lim
Q(Fn,a)
oo

n-*

where (Fn)n 1 is a sequence of functions in Y,i such that a En l 1 C F and
|| F - Fll, ->0 as n-> oo. The existence of such a sequence (Fn)nlI is guaranteed by
Lemma 7. Furthermore by Corollary 9 the limit limn,,,o Q(Fn, a) is independent of the
choice of this sequence.
It is easy to verify that Q(.,.) obeys the cost-sharing, additivity, consistency and
rescaling axioms. Let us verify the positivity property of Q(-, ) on Ai. Let F be a
function in A which is nondecreasing on C, for some a E CF. By Lemma 7 there
exists a sequence (Fn),l of functions in Sf s.t. a E nf_l CF"and IIFn- F,| ->0 as
n -> oo. Since F is nondecreasing, for each e > 0 and for each sufficiently large n,
Fn+ Em=_ I xm is nondecreasing on C,. Hence by the positivity and the additivity of
Q(-, .) on Yi and by the cost sharing axiom
0<

Qm

x

Fn+

= Q(Fn,a)+

c,

m= 1, . . . ,M.

By Corollary 9, Q(Fn,a) approaches a limit and thus

Q (F,a)-

lim Q(Fn, a) > 0,

and the proof is completed.
Finally, to establish the proof of Theorem 6 we need the following lemma.
LEMMA 11.

For each F

E

-i (i = 1,2,3) and a E CF, a> 0, there exist two
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sequences (fn)n I and (gn)_ I_ of polynomials in PO with the following properties:
- F is nondecreasingon Ca,
(4)
fn
F - gn is nondecreasingon Ca,
(5)
fn(o)

fO

(ta)-

= gn(0) =0,

(ta) dt->O,

as

(6)

n->oo,

m = 1, .. ., M.

for

(7)

PROOF. Since J-, D
D -3 it is sufficientto prove the lemma for F in 9-1. Let
:-2
F GEY and let a > 0 be in CF. Let H ,.. ., H1 and F1,. .., F' be the hyperplanes

and the functionsrespectivelywhich are involvedin the definitionof F. Assume that
CF

C EM and that

Hj= {xlXjx= a},
whereXJ > 0 and XiJ- 0.
Denote
L = min{Xj O> , m = 1,..., M,j = 1,. ..,

}.

Let F,k be the mth partial derivative of Fk, k = 1, .. ., r. The function Fm is similarly

defined. Let
T= max
l

k

max max IFk(x)l.

(8)

r I < m<;M xEEC

It is easy to verify that for each x andy in Ca,
(9)
IF(x)- F(y)j < T x-y l.
For any n choose n > 0, s.t. cn->0 asn -> oo. Fix n and choose 8 > 0 s.t. 8 < enL/8T.
Let
tH = (xlai-

8 < Xj < a + 8

H =UH,

1, . . .,1,

j=

and

H= UHj.
j=l

For each a E E', let 4a be a c.d. functionon E1 which obeys

0<

T() <

a(t)=

2T

Aa(t)=0,
4Pa(t)=En,

for each t E E',
for a-

< t < a + 8,

(10)

for t<a-28,
for t > a+28.

Define 1 functions G', . . ., G' by
=
GJ(x) 4aj('ix),

j=

1,...,l.

1.

(11)
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The function G satisfies,
For each x E C0,

(i)

(ii)

If

(iii)

If

n

G(x) = X

H,26, then

GJ(x) = 0.

xG/~s8

x

0 < GJ(x) <

the

Let us choose qt> 0 s.t. q < min(8/llajll,?/T,
lx-_yil

< nilall\\lF(x)-

m
L
(12)

,

1) and
k = 1, . . ., r, m = 1, . . ., M.

F(y)j
<k,

(13)

Now, for each continuous function defined on a box C, let g* be the function on C
defined by

g*(x)

(C)

=

g((1

-

X)x + qz)dz,

where X is the Lebesgue measure on C. For each x E C, g*(x) is the average values of
g over the box (1 -rt)x + tC. If C = X M [cm,dn], then

g,(x)

X...M(c)fJ
71m(c)

f(l

1
(1- r);~+d'
n)X7+ -..

fg(z)

dz,

...

dzm.

Thus it is easy to verify that g is a c.d. function on C. Moreover if the derivative gm
exists on (1 - qt)x+ qC, then
(g*)m(x) = (1

)(gm)*(X).

(14)

The diameter of IqC,is 7l|a|ll < 8 and the diameter of (1 - ')x + 7qC~is the same.
Hence, for each x E Ca\HH there is a neighborhood of (1 - 71)x+ /qC~which is
contained in C,\H. On this neighborhood F coincides with Fk for some k, 1 < k < r.
Thus replacing g by F and C by C, we have, by (14), that for each m, 1 < m < M,
(F*)m(x)

= (1 - ?)(Fm )*(X),

x E C\H6.

(15)

Moreover, in this neighborhood, Fm is continuous and thus averaging Fm on the box
(1 - 7r)x + qiC~yields a value of Fm at some point of this box. Therefore, from the
choice of r we have, by (13), that for x E C.\H8
[(Fm)*(x)

-

Fm(x)l

<

< e,.

nr

(16)

Define the function f on Ca by,

fn= F* +

GJ+2Enu,

where u(x) = M= l x. Let f, be the function on C, defined by fn(x)= fn(x) - fn(0).
Clearly fn(0) = 0. To prove that f" - F is nondecreasing on Ca, let x be in Ca\H and
let m, 1 < m < M, be fixed. We will show that (fn - F)m(x) > 0. Consider two
possibilities:
I. If x E CC\H6 we have by (8), (15) and (16)
I(F*

-

F)m(x)l

< (F*)(X)

<,7l(Fm)*(x)l

-

(Fm )*(x)

+ I(Fm)*(x) - Fm(x)l

+ E, < TT +

en <

2n,.
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Together with (12) we have
fm(X) - Fm(x) = (F*)m(X) - Fm(x) + E Gm(X)+ 2en
j=l

>2

O)0.

j=1

II. If x E H8\H then there are two possible cases to check:
(a) There is a jo, 1 < jo < 1, s.t. x E H8\H. and X0?> 0. Since by (9) F satisfies
Lipshitz condition with constant T, so does F*, and therefore l(F*)ml < T. Thus by
(12) we have
fmn

=
- F
(x) =(x) (F*)m(x)

-

GJ(x) + 2En

Fm(x) + 2
j=l

> -2T+

Gm?(x)+ 2En> -2T+

2T+ 2En> 0.

(b) For each j with x E H8\Hj, X = 0. In this case the box C = (1 - q)x + qTC~
does not intersect any Hj with XJ > 0. Thus if Hj is a hyperplane which intersects C
and if Fk' and Fk2 are two functions defined on the two sides of Hj n C then Fmk'and
Fmk2
coincide on Hj. Hence, Fm is well defined on C and is continuous there. Therefore
(F*)m(X) = (1 - t)(Fm )*(x).

(17)

Since the diameter of C is 71allIwe have by (13) that for any two points x andy in C,
lFm(x)-

Fm(y)l < r -=

This together with (17) imply, as in case I,
Fm(x)l < 2En

I(Fm)*(x)-

and the proof of this part can now be completed as in case I.
Thus, we have proved that for any x E Ca\H, (fm - Fm)(x) > 0. Together with the
continuity of fn - F it follows that fn - F is nondecreasing on Ca.
In the same manner one can define the sequences (gn)nlI and (gn)??= on Ca by
n= F*

G
2Gcnu,

-

j=l

gn(x) = g(x)-

n(O),

to obtain that gn(O) = 0 and that F - g" is a nondecreasing function on Ca.
It is well known that any function which is c.d. on some box in EM can be extended
to a c.d. function on EM. Thus, we may assume that the functions fn and gn are
defined on CF and belong to Y0. It remains to prove that
gmn(ta)-fn(ta)l dt

O,

as n-oo.

By the definition of fn and gn,
gm(ta)

-

fm(ta)

=2
j=l

GJ (ta) + 4?,n

and (11) implies that
= ^'maj(t
GJ(ta)
-J(ttJ. a).

(18)
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The length of the interval of t's for which a J - 28 < tXa < a i + 28 is 48/X ia, and by
(11), 0 < aj < 2T/L in this interval. Outside this interval ij = 0. Thus, by the
definition of 8 we get
OmG(ta)dt<i
.Z.2<^' .48 2T '
/
XaL
y1=

Z

I=1

j=1 AXJa

The last summation is independent of n. Therefore by (18) we conclude

as n -oo.

fI gm(ta) -f,(ta)ldt->O,

(19)

Hence the two sequences (fn)n_i and (gn)nlI obey the four requirements (4), (5), (6)
and (7). Thus to complete the proof of the lemma it is left to prove that these two
sequences can be replaced by polynomials which still obey the above four requirements. But this follows from the fact that the polynomials in M variables are dense in
the set of all continuously differentiable functions on CF with the norm 11 * Ila for each
a E CF (see [13]).
We are now ready to complete the proof of Theorem 6.
PROOFOFTHEOREM
6. As was already mentioned it is easy to verify that the A-S
formula indeed defines a price mechanism which obeys the five axioms on each of the
sets J-1, 2, and Y3. For the uniqueness part let Q(-, ) be a price mechanism which
obeys the five axioms on Yj for some i (i = 1,2,3). By Lemma 11 Q(-,.) can be
extended to a price mechanism on J which obeys the five axioms. Now since ,
contains the polynomials and since on PO the A-S price mechanism is the only price
mechanism that obeys the five axioms (see [8] and [13])
Qm(P, ) =

m= 1,.,

axxm(ta)dt,

M,

(20)

for each p e POM and a E E .
Now let F E Yi and let a E C F, a >>0. By Lemma 11 there exist two sequences of
polynomials (fn)_ l and (gn)??_ which obey (4), (5), (6) and (7). By the positivity of
Q(., -)on,
Q(f

>0

-F,a)

Q(F-

and

gn,a) > 0.

Hence by the additivity of Q(., .)
n = 1,2,....

Q(gn,a) < Q(F,a) < Q(fn,a),
By (20)
)

Joax

Qg

na)

f

(ta)dt,

m = 1, . . ., M.

This, together with (7), implies
Q.(F,a)

l= lim--o Xf
'

(ta)dt,

m = 1, . . ., M.

(21)

Since the sequence (fn),l
depends on F and a and not on the price mechanism
Q(-, -), the proof of the theorem follows now by (21).
4. The economic model. A transportation model consists of N origins B . . .,
. . . , AM, L consumers, and K + 1 commodities denoted by

BN, M destinations A
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0, 1, .. ., K. Commodities 1, . . ., K are transported from origins to destinations, and

the othergood called the input is used to measurethe transportationcost (for example
it can be money). For any k, I < k < K, Ck = (ck) is a matrix of order N X M where

the input,of transportinga unit of the kth commodityfrom
Bn to Am.This cost can include the price of the commodityas well as the profitof the
transportatingagency.
Each consumer 1, 1 < I < L, can consume, in a given consumption set D' in

Cnk,is the cost, in termsof

. ., xm(l), ..., xM(1)). Here, for each m, 1 < m
x K(l)) is a bundle in Am consisting of the K commodities

El+KM, a vector x(l) = (x?(l),xl(l),

< M, Xm(l) = (x (l1)), .

.

,

and x?(l) E E 1 is the amountof input he consumes,i.e., each consumerconsumesthe
input and the K commoditiesat each destination.The Ith consumerhas a preference
orderingon D' expressedby a utility function Ul, and is endowedwith some amount
wI of the input.The originscan be thoughtof as publicmonopolies,the consumerscan
be centraldistributionagencies,chainsor individualslocated at the destinations.Each
consumerhas a utility functionwhich dependsonly on the coordinatescorresponding
to his location.
For each n, 1 < n < N, and each k, 1 < k < K, originBn has a limitedcapacityof
bk unitsof the kth commodity.Let L:be the subsetof EKMdefinedby,

f
2=

x = (Xi, ....

N
M
x
<
y
m
2
XM)
w
~m=l

t~

bnfor everyk, 1 <

k < K.

n=l1

Define the cost function F: I -> E1 by
K

F(x) = y

Fk(xk),

k= 1

wherefor k = 1, . . ., K, xk = (xk, ...,

xk), Fk is defined on

M
N
E
CF{r
<
C^k = X E= EM
b
xm
E
E
x^
+ Z
0n
m
m=l

,

n=l

by
Fk(xk)

kk

= min
n,m

subjectto
N

2 ynkmXmk,

m= 1,...,M,

M

2 ynmS<bn, n=l,...,

N,

m=l

Ynkm>O,

n=l,...,

N,

m=l,...,M,

i.e., Fk is the TP cost functionfor the kth commodity.
Each vector x in D' will be representedby a pair (x?,x ) where x? is the input's
quantityand x E! EM is the bundle of the K commoditiesat each destination.For
each 1, 1 < 1 < L, and each price vector p in EKM (price per commodity in each
destination)define the budget set B,(p) of I by
E
B,(p) = {(x0,X) D' x0 + xp < w'}.
A vector x E B,(p) is maximal in B,(p) if U'(x) > Ul(y), for each y

a vector (x?,X) is feasibleif F(x) < x?.

E B,(p).

Finally,
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DEFINITIONOF EQUILIBRIUM.
A point of the form (x(l), . ., x(L), p, . . PM),
where x(l) is a vector of bundles in E4+KM and p E EK is a price vector for each of
the K commodities at the mth destination Am, is an equilibrium if
I. For each 1, 1 < I < L, x(l) is maximal in Bl(p) where p = (?p,...
PM).
II. (w - x?,X) is feasible, where w =
=_ w, x? = I2=
(l).
x?(l) and x = 215
III. p = P(F, X), i.e., the price vector p is the vector of A-S prices associated with the
cost function F and total vector transported x.

ASSUMPTIONS.
(i) For every 1, 1 < I < L, there is a vector d' = (dd,, d.. .
) in
and d = (dl,l ... d) E E K, 1 < m < M, such that the
consumptionset D1 is the box
E+KM , where d4 EE

D'= {xeE

I
< d1
KMIx

i.e., I can consume at most do units of input and at most dnk units of the kth commodityat
the mth destination.
(ii) For every 1, 1 < I < L, 0 < w1 < do.
(iii) For every 1, 1 < I < L, Ul is a continuousand quasiconcavefunction on D .
d < N Ib, i.e., the total capacity of
For
k, 1 <
S k < Kb,
(iv) For (iv)
every
K, ZM=I ~2dLId=
each commodity available for all consumersat all destinations together, does not exceed
the total capacity of the commodityavailable in all origins together.
THEOREM12. The existence of an equilibrium is guaranteed under assumptions
(i)-(iv).
PROOF. The theorem can be proved along the lines of Theorem 2.1 of [8]. For each
k, 1 < k < K, Fk is a continuous piecewise linear function with Fk(0) = 0. By Corollary 4 above, Fk is c.d. along the line segment [0, a(k)], except perhaps for finitely
many points. Since F = K= I Fk, the above properties remain true if Fk is replaced by
F and a(k) by a. In particular F(0) = 0 (which is Assumption (5) of [8]). Since the
kinks of F lie on a finite number of hyperplanes the partial derivations of F are all
bounded (on CF). Thus for each a E CF, the function g,: [0, 1]- E defined by
g,(t) = 3F(ta)/3xm is bounded and continuous for each t, 0 < t < 1, except perhaps
at a finite number of points. By the Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem, if / -> a
then fJ gaf(t)dt-->f g,(t)dt. This means that Pm(F,a) is continuous at a (for each
a E CF). Assumptions (6) and (7) of [8] are used only to obtain the continuity of A-S
prices [9]. Thus it remains to check that assumptions (1)-(4) of [8] are fulfilled in our
model. Indeed these four assumptions are assumptions (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) above.
Hence, the existence of an equilibrium in our model is guaranteed by Theorem 2.1

of [8].
REMARKS. (1) Note that if for each 1, I <l < L, U' is increasing then it is easy to
verify that the equilibrium (x(1), . . . , x(L), , . . . , PM)will be locally efficient in the
sense that w - x? = F(x). This means that the amount spent by all the consumers
equals the total transportation cost. Consequently there is no waste.
(2) Consider a consumer I who is an individual at the mth destination and has an
increasing utility function, dependent only on bundles in the mth destination. Under
the assumption that transportation costs are always positive, this consumer gets, in
x,0., ,...*, 0), i.e.,
equilibrium, a consumption vector of the form x(l) = (x?, 0 .
he receives commodities only at his destination.
(3) Note that one can redefine F by replacing the TP cost functions by similar WDP
cost functions and still retain all the properties needed for the existence of an
equilibrium.
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5. An algorithm for computing A-S prices for TP cost functions. In this section we
refer to an algorithm which evaluates the A-S prices for a given TP and feasible vector
a = (a1, . . ., aM). The algorithm can also be used to solve the associated TP problem
for x = a. Consequently, to compute the A-S prices vector there is no need to solve TP
separately in order to obtain the transportation plan.
Since F is piecewise linear, by Corollary 4 we have that the A-S price vector P(F, a)
is a finite sum of the gradients of the linear "pieces" of F along the line segment [0, a],
where each of these is weighted by the normalized length of the sub-interval in which
F has a constant gradient. Consequently it is sufficient to consider F(ta) for 0 < t < 1
and find the values t , j = 0, .. ., J, where to?= 0, tJ = 1, for which F(ta) changes
gradient. The algorithm which computes the points ti, the fixed gradient of F in each
interval (tia, ti+'a) and solves the TP at a is described in detail in [14]. This algorithm
is an application to the transportation problem of the general parametric programming
approach suggested by Srinivasan and Thompson [15], [16].
To illustrate the computations of the A-S prices consider the example of ?2. For this
problem, shown in Figure 1,
CF = {(xI ,x2) |Ix + x2 < 40, xI > 0, x2 > 0},

and the kinks are located on the hyperplanes x 1 + x2 = 20 and x2 = 20.
In fact

F(x ,x2)

=

x > 0, x2 > 0, xI + x2 < 20,
lOxI + 15x2,
1000x1 + 1005x2 - 19800, 0 < x2 < 20, 20 < xI + x2 < 40,
+ 1500x2 - 29700, xI > 0, x2 > 20, x, + x2 < 40.
1OOOx1

Consequently the algorithm will determine that
VF(ta) = (10,15)

for 0 < t <l,

VF(ta) = (1000,1005)

for

and

? < t < 1,

thus
P(Fa)a) ==J

10 +

15J2

1000/=

1005

505)

510/

Finally let us mention that the algorithm can also, in the view of the analysis in [15],
[16], handle the capacitated transportation problem. This is a TP where the values of
the variables Ynmare constrained to be bounded on both sides. Moreover, any cost
function derived from this problem belongs to Y2 and thus, by Theorem 6 above, the
A-S prices are applicable in this case as well. We also note that Balanchandran and
x2

40

20

X

I/

a = (20,20)

\
/

\

nn
FIGURE 1

\

A,\~~~x

X1
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Thompson[2], [3] and [4] providea completeparametricanalysisfor the generalized
transportationproblem. Their algorithmscan be used to obtain an algorithm to
computethe A-S pricesfor WDP cost functions.
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